BEE-BOT FAQ
What should I do when Bee Bot stops working?
Some apps will clear background-running apps when your Memory usage is
as high as 80% -90%. If you meet this problem, please
1)
Clear system cache to reduce memory usage.
2)
We suggest you close or uninstall some apps which will auto-clear
background-running apps while using Bee Bo
How to use Bee Bot on Android emulators?
If you have problems with devices resolution or root, you can download an
Android emulator to enjoy it. Of course, if you want to auto-online for long
time, Android emulator is your better choice.
Bot Script can’t start correctly?
1) Your device resolution should be compatible as the script set. If you are
using Android emulators, you can change the resolution in setting.
2) The virtual keys will influence the size of game windows. All virtual keys
should be hidden while using Bee Bot scripts.
3) Your resolution setting may be opposite to the script’s. You can rotate
your device to have a try.
4) Some games have a task for new players. You should finish this kind of
task then start Bee Bot scripts.
5) Close the eyeshield mode on your device. The chromatic aberration may
result some recognize errors.
How do I clear the memory in the bee-bot
1)When the memory in your Bee-Bot is full, no more commands can be
entered.. Pressing the clear key <X> will clear the sequence memory.
The bee-bot won’t do anything, What can I do?
1) Ensure Power switch is "ON”
2) Ensure the batteries are charged
The Lights come on, but there is no movement, what to do?

Recharge the batteries
There is no sound. Advices?
1) Ensure "Sound" switch is "ON"

The bee-bot is not traveling straight, what is happening?
1) .Look for foreign objects in wheel and
2) Check for smooth patches on wheels

